Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School
AUTUMN

Year One History & Geography Learning Challenge

SPRING

UNIT: Why are
humans not like
tigers?
DRIVER: Science

UNIT: Why can’t a meerkat live in the
North Pole?
DRIVER: Geography
Wow beginning: Meerkat Mail story
Wow ending: A day at the North Pole
(Activities in school).

UNIT: What do
aliens think of life
on planet earth?
DRIVER: Science

UNIT: What has changed since my
Grandparents were young?
DRIVER: History
Wow beginning: See if you can match the
adults to their baby photos.
Wow ending: Old Party Games.

Possible Learning
Outcomes linked
to History or
Geography

Possible Learning Outcomes

Possible Learning
Outcomes linked
to History or
Geography

Possible Learning Outcomes

Can I find out
where tigers and
other wild animals
live?
Can I use a map to
get around the
zoo?

Why does Sunny live in the Kalahari desert?
Which animals live in cold places like the
North and South Pole?
How do Whales, Penguins and Polar Bears
keep warm?

What does the
Earth look like
from space?

How have I changed since I was born?
What was grandma and granddad’s day like
at school?
What style of clothes would they have worn
when they were your age?

Which animals live in the extreme cold and
which live in the extreme heat?

What sort of phone did our grandparents
use?

What is the weather like in the different
seasons?

Was Queen really better than Ed Sheeran?

Why do people usually like going to hot
places for their holidays?
Why do we wear different clothes in
summer and winter?
Reflection: Would you rather be a Meerkat
or a Penguin?
Geographical Knowledge
Point out where the equator, north pole and
south pole are on a globe or atlas.

Art: Hot and cold paintings.
D & T: Christmas Markets D&T activities enterprise

What would my grandparents have asked
for on their Christmas list?
Would your grandparents have gone to
Velocity for their birthday party?
Geographical Knowledge
Can they ask and answer questions about
old and new objects?
Can they spot old and new things in a
picture?
Can they answer questions using a artefact/
photograph provided?
Can they give a plausible explanation about
what an object was used for in the past?
Music: Compare and contrast music from
the past.
Art: self-portraits – possible visit to Lowry
Art Gallery

SUMMER
UNIT: Which
animals and plants
would Little Red
Riding Hood find
in Haigh Hall
Plantations?
DRIVER: Science
Possible Learning
Outcomes linked
to History or
Geography

UNIT: Where did the wheels on the bus
go?
DRIVER: Geography and history
Wow beginning: A walk round school
and the local area.
Wow ending: A day at the beach.
(School based beach activities).
Possible Learning Outcomes

Can I find some
facts about the
history of Haigh
Hall?

How far have you travelled around the
United Kingdom?

Where do we live and what’s so special
about it?

How many different ways could you
travel around our country?
Has it always been easy to travel around
our country?
How have cars, buses, trains and bicycles
changed since your grandparents were
little?
Geographical Knowledge
Can I identify the four countries making
up the United Kingdom?
Can I name some of the main towns and
cities in the United Kingdom?
Historical enquiry
Ask and answer questions about old and
new objects
Spot old and new things in a picture
Answer questions using an artefact/
photograph provided
Give a plausible explanation about what
an object was used for in the past
The big red bus – ICT link
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